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Determination

We know we can do anything if we try. It’s not that we can’t do something, it’s that we
can’t do it yet.

What we are working on:
Reading:

* Using our understanding of phonics to decode words.
* Becoming very familiar with stories, fairy stories and traditional tales, and retelling them in our own words.
* Drawing on what we already know or on background information and vocabulary provided by the teacher to explain our

ideas.

Writing:
* Form lower-case letters in the correct direction, starting and finishing in the right place and form capital letters correctly.

* Develop ‘say it, say it again, say it as you write it, say it after having written it.’
* Know the letters of the alphabet
* Use phonic knowledge to write words as they sound and to spell some irregular words correctly.

Maths:
* Place Value: counting forwards, backwards, writing numbers, finding one more and one less with numbers up to
20.
* Addition and subtraction with numbers up to 20.
* Form numbers correctly and order them to 20.
* Recognising and naming common 2D and 3D shapes.
* Number bonds up to 10.
Topic:

Must know words: The, a, do, to, I, you, was, said, my
by.

Diary Dates:
Thursday AM – P.E

Must know sounds: ay, ee, igh, ow, oo, ar, or, air, oy,
ir.
Recommended Reads: The Gruffalo, Lost and Found,
Where the Wild Things Are, Dogger, Beegu.

A note from Miss Jenkins & Miss Gravil

P.E will take place on Thursday mornings. Please send your child to school with their P.E kit on this day.
The children will need a plain white t-shirt, black shorts, tracksuit bottoms (for outdoor P.E sessions and
appropriate footwear such as trainers.
Please can you send your child to school with their reading book and diary every day.

